
These greetings cards are handmade in the Philippines from 
handmade paper, pressed flowers, and other natural materials. 
Salay Handmade Products make eco friendly paper products 
which provide much needed employment in the tiny fishing 
village of Salay, near Cagayan de Oro.

SAL1900

SAL1910SAL1909SAL1908SAL1907

SAL1906SAL1905SAL1904SAL1903SAL1902

SAL1911

SAL1901

All HOG cards are printed in the UK on paper from FSC certified 
sources, using only vegetable oil-based ink.  The outer bags are 
compostable, plant-based cellophane, breaking down fully to CO2, water, 
and biomass in the soil. Size: 16x16cm

UK ‘eco’ 
greetings cards

HOGL285

HOGL221

HOGL322

HOGL296

HOGL309

HOGL175HOGL103 HOGL135

HOGL293HOGL290

HOGL240

HOGL284

HOGL310 HOGL320 HOGML141

Handmade in the Philippines
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HOGAC101

HOGAC102 HOGAC104HOGAC103

HOGAC108

HOGAC107HOGAC106

HOG57AS64
British wild animals

HOG57AS65
British woodland birds

HOG57AS63
British sea shells

HOG57AS62
British coastal birds

HOG57AS60
British trees by leaf

HOG57AS61
British butterflies

HOG57AS57
British garden birds
bestseller

HOG57AS58
British wild flowers

HOG57AS105
British fungi

HOG57AS104
British insects

HOG57AS106
British sea life

HOG57AS103
British bees

British flora & fauna 
cards. 12 x 17cm

We have added 
many new cards in 
these ranges!

HOGAC109 HOGAC110 HOGAC111 HOGAC112

HOGAC113 HOGAC114 HOGAC115 HOGAC116 HOGAC117

HOGAC101 - 117 
Size: 16x16cm
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HOGHM137

HOGHM134

HOGHM135 HOGHM136

This range comes with compostable, plant-based cellophane bags. Size: 16 x 16cm

HOGECH108 HOGECH109 HOGECH110

HOGHM105 HOGHM119

HOGHM120
bestseller

HOGHM121

HOGHM114 HOGHM118

HOGHM124 HOGHM126

HOGHM113

HOGHM130
bestseller

HOGHM129

HOGHM138 HOGHM139

HOGHM140

HOGHM133
bestseller

HOGHM132HOGHM131

HOGECH104HOGECH102
bestseller

HOGECH101

HOGECH106

eeccoo
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HOGNET106 HOGNET110HOGNET103 HOGNET105 HOGRT101

HOGRT109 HOGRT111 HOGRT112 HOGRT113

HOGRT115

HOGRT102

HOGBEA131HOGBEA130

HOGBEA124

HOGBEA128

HOGBEA127HOGBEA104 HOGBEA119

HOGCOR107HOGCOR105 HOGCOR108 HOGDLT101

HOGADL137 HOGADL138 HOGADL140 HOGJG101

All HOG cards are printed in the UK 
on paper from FSC certified sources, 
using only vegetable oil-based ink. 

The outer bags are compostable, plant-
based cellophane, breaking down fully 
to CO2, water, and biomass in the soil. 

These cards are so 
popular that we’ve 
expanded our range 
to over 100 designs 
- we hope you like 
them!
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SWE001
embrace the change

SWE002
hi honey

SWE004
love you like no otter

SWE003
squiffy, who me?

SWE005
live love and fly

This is the future for greetings cards - no cellophane bag, biodegradable or otherwise, just a 
peelable sticker which holds envelope and card together. The paper is FSC-certified and a 
percentage of profit is donated to support wildlife charities. All cards are 15 x 15cm

Animal
greeting 
cards

SWE010
hello flower

SWE011
bad hair day

SWE013
just a bit nutty

SWE012
sealed with a kiss

SWE014
let’s stick together

SWE015
just ewe and me

SWE016
let’s get legless

SWE018
garden tiger moth

SWE017
just bee

SWE019
butterfly kisses

SWE022
baby giraffe

SWE020
woodland dormice

SWE021
baby Asian elephant

SWE024
birthday hugs ...

SWE023
another birthday ...

eco

fr iendl

y
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SWE030
black rhino

SWE031
bengal tiger

SWE033
gorilla

SWE032
asian elephant

SWE034
giant panda

SWE040
flippin awesome

SWE041
forever entwined

SWE043
lunch with bubbly

SWE042
a whale of a time

SWE044
the only way is up

SWE028
it’s your birthday

SWE027
happy birthday from us

SWE026
another year ... wiser

SWE025
happy birthday

SWE036
kissing seals

SWE052
osprey

SWE045
dive right in ...

SWE053
... no more cake?

SWE051
sea otter

SWE050
from one crazy bird ...

SWE035
polar bear

SWE039
sea otter

SWE038
safari zebra

SWE037
safari giraffe

SWE029
lion
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Z1910
2 women with baskets

a f r i c a
heart of

Z1935
“congratulations”

Z1938
“best mum ever”

Z1937
“thank you ... best mum”

Z1936
“to the very best mum”

Z1925
“smiles, it’s your 
birthday”

Z1930
“thank you”

Z1933
“sweet new baby”

Z1932
“sweet new baby”

Z1931
“thank you”

Z1923
“happy birthday
cheeky monkey”

Z1924
“older & wiser
happy birthday”

Z1915
woman with baby & 
firewood

Z1920
“happy birthday”

Z1922
“happy birthday”

Z1921
“happy birthday”

Z1913
woman & boy 

Z1914
two women 
with baskets

Z1912
person drumming

Z1911
2 MasaiWe are delighted to offer 

you this range of greeting 
cards handmade in 
Kenya, using handmade 
paper by a Fair Trade 
producer group there. 
 
With messages for all 
occasions we are sure 
that these colourful cards 
will be a hit.
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A selection of unique notebooks 
made from a selection of recycled 
textiles. Handcrafted by women in 
Petchburi to reduce poverty and to 
create prosperity for families and 
communities in Thailand.    

Aluminium pen

ASP1538 
elephant

ffaaiirr
  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

Notebooks
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KAN008
black with large elephants 
11x15cm

KAN007
black with small elephants 
11x15cm

KAN006
notebook keyring 
asst textiles 
5x5cm
bestseller

KAN003
notebook, with cutout
elephants, asst textiles
and pencil 15x19cm

KAN002
notebook, with cutout
elephant, asst textiles
and pencil 10x20cm

KAN004
notebook with elephant 
& pompom     
7.5x9cm

KAN001
notebook, with cutout
elephant, asst textiles.
7x9cm

KAN005
elephant & pompom asst 
textiles 
9x15cm



LF1901
20x20cm
butterfly

LF1904
20x20cm
fish

LF1902
20x20cm
dragonflies

LF1903
20x20cm
gecko

LF1905
 20x20cm
turtle

LF1906
20x20cm
dolphins

PDN02
koalas PDN03

gorilla
PDN04
lion

PDN05
panda

PDN07
giraffe

PDN06
elephant

Sand painting notebooks
The rough tactile surface of these notebooks is great fun as are the animal 
paintings. Great value and a wonderfully grainy gift! Size: 19 x 19cm

Aboriginal dot painting style notebooks
A real exemplar of 
sustainability these 
notebooks are not just 
beautiful, they are also 
sturdy and strong. It 
shouldn’t really be a 
surprise, after all paper 
is made from trees!

Produced in the villages 
of Bali, it is easy to spot 
the artistic influence 
of those amazing 
Australian aboriginal 
dot paintings on this 
collection of notebooks.

eeccoo

ffrr iiee nn ddllyy
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JUG026
26x19cm

SAA631  
gift box for small 
jewellery items   6x6cm

Paper Gift Bags & Wrap
Handmade gift bags and wrap made in 
Thailand from eco-friendly saa paper.

SAA601
10x13cm

SAA602
14x17cm SAA600

7x10cm

eeccoo

ffrr ii ee nn ddllyy

SAA603 flowers, 
  wrapping paper
    79x55cm

Elepoo paper products
Recycling does not come more hardcore or more fun- packed than this! And, to put anxious minds at ease, 
there is no unpleasant smell and the paper is perfectly safe. Notepads, fridge magnets and hanging signs 
for all occasions.
The paper is probably one of the most ecologically safe papers to make and use. Colours, if added, are 
made with vegetable and natural dyes. No bleach is used. The waste water is let out in cultivated fields 
close by ... works as a great fertilizer. More of these great products to follow in our next catalogue!

HC005
elepoo humorous 
loo hangers

HC001
elepoo jotter pad rainbow
100 pages
bestseller

HC003
elepoo A6 notebook with 
natural and green leaves, 40 
pages

HC002
elepoo fridge magnet 
paper clips

HC007
elepoo gift bag 24x18cm
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JUG031
25x30cm, 
bestseller

JUG024
12x10cm

More products from Jugaad, the commercial arm of Karm 
Marg. Sales of these gift bags helps to provide a home 
for street children.  The older children started making 
bags from newspapers and scraps of textiles and with 
the help of a few donations and some street stalls, by 
2000 enough was raised to buy an acre of farmland near 
Delhi. 

The children helped to design and build the home and 
learn vocational skills such as carpentry, stitching, silk-
screen printing and management - giving them a sense 
of responsibility and confidence which is an excellent 
start to their adult lives.

JUG030
18.5x20cm, 
bestseller

Recycled Paper Gift Bags

JUG028
15x18.5cm, 
bestseller

ffaaiirr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

Kiss goodbye to plastic plates with these 100% sustainable, compostable leaf plates. These plates 
are made from a double layer of leaves and are commonly used in the streets of India to serve 
curries and snacks. 

This really is a gift that you can dispose of with a clear conscience. No landfill here, the plates will 
disappear to absolutely nothing.  A great talking point for parties too!

Saa leaf party plates

SASH1918
saa leaf plates
set of 6   11cm dia

SASH1917
saa leaf plates
set of 6   14cm dia

SASH1915
saa leaf plates
set of 6   27cm dia

SASH1916
saa leaf plates
set of 6   20cm dia

multipacks
Now also available 
in multipacks

SASH1915P
saa leaf plates 27cm dia
pack of 100

SASH1916P
saa leaf plates 20cm dia
pack of 100

SASH1917P
saa leaf plates 14cm dia
pack of 100

SASH1918P
saa leaf plates 11cm dia
pack of 100

eeccoo
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JUG029
10x15cm, 
bestseller
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